Abstract A recently introduced cloud simulation framework is extended to support self-organizing and self-management local strategies in the cloud resource hierarchy. This dynamic hardware resource allocation system is evolving toward the goals defined by local strategies, which are determined as maximization of: energy efficiency of cloud infrastructures, task throughput, computational efficiency and resource management efficiency. Heterogeneous hardware resources are considered that are except from commodity CPU servers, hardware accelerators such as GPUs, MICs and FPGAs, thus forming a heterogeneous cloud infrastructure. Energy consumption and task execution models for the heterogeneous accelerators are also proposed, in order to demonstrate the energy efficiency of the proposed resource allocation system. Implementation details of the new functionalities on the parallel cloud simulation framework are discussed, while numerical results are given for the scalability and utilization of the cloud elements using the self-organization and self-management framework with two VM placement strategies. 
Introduction
Recently, a generic framework supporting Self-Organization and Self-Management (SOSM) operations for resource allocation in cloud infrastructures was proposed [8] . A hierarchical architecture has been developed where each component is equipped with a set of strategies toward a local goal. The state of each component is influenced from the adjacent levels and is performed with a top-down (directed evolution process) and bottom-up (feedback process) approach. The main innovation of the proposed framework is that all levels of the hierarchy are autonomous and capable of making independent decisions [8] . Furthermore, interaction, in any level of the hierarchy, between individual components is supported, thus forming the Self-Organization process.
The application of such a dynamic resource allocation framework in cloud environments is challenging. Other efforts have been proposed, mainly focusing on Self-Scheduling techniques for cloud environments, [12, 13, 23] . In this work, the bottom level of the hierarchy contains the cloud hardware resources that will undertake incoming tasks, while the upper levels do not have a physical correspondence, but used for the task allocation decision process. The main objectives of the Self-Organization and Self-Management approach to cloud infrastructures are set to maximize a) energy efficiency of cloud data centers, b) task throughput, c) computational efficiency, and d) resource management efficiency [8, 19] .
To examine in large scale the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed framework, simulation is necessary. Discrete-event cloud simulators, such as CloudSim [2] , GreenCloud, [16] , although they are widely adopted by the scientific community providing significant functionalities, they cannot be applied on such dynamic resource allocation systems. Except the fact that their scalability is limited due to the design and programming language implementation, discrete sequence of events does not allow dynamic changes of the state of the system as the Self-Organization and Self-Management requires. Thus, a time-evolving cloud simulation framework is appropriate for the evaluation of such a complex resource allocation framework [9] .
In this paper, the cloud simulation framework of [9] is extended in order to support the Self-Organization and Self-Management approach. The proposed cloud simulation system architecture, the hierarchy in cloud resources and the implementation details of the new components are discussed. It should be noted that both the cloud simulation and the resource allocation framework support heterogeneity in terms of hardware resources in the underlying cloud infrastructures, such as GPUs, MICs, FPGAs. Moreover, additional power models for CPU-based servers and accelerators are introduced in the simulation framework along with a modified space-time task execution model. Furthermore, penalty models for the execution of tasks have been considered as well as new VM placement strategies.
Experimentation is performed for demonstrating the scalability of the simulation framework in conjunction with the Self-Organization and Self-Management system, while further experiments were conducted for estimating the effects of different VM placement strategies. The simulation was able to scale up to 13,970,000 cloud servers, while the utilization of the cloud resources was kept to high levels using two VM placement strategies.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, the architecture of the proposed cloud simulation framework is given along with proposed models on power consumption of the heterogeneous resources and tasks execution. In Sect. 3, the adaptation of the Self-Organization and Self-Management system in the cloud simulation framework is discussed, while in Sect. 4 the implementation details of the parallel simulation framework are given. The evaluation in terms of scalability and utilization of the cloud components is presented in Sect. 5. Recapitulation and conclusions are given in Sect. 6.
Model architecture of the cloud environment
Warehouse Scale Computer (WSC) architectural model for cloud data centers [1] has been widely used for modeling cloud infrastructures. Interconnected cloud computing nodes are grouped into cells that are centrally managed by the WSC or Cell broker (Fig. 1) .
Cells contain multiple racks of servers, usually homogeneous within a rack, in terms of underlying hardware elements. Heterogeneity is realized in the rack level, where cells may contain racks of different CPU types or CPU-accelerators pairs. For modeling the behavior of a cloud environment relying on a WSC architecture, models for the energy consumption of heterogeneous hardware resources and task execution are proposed.
Energy consumption of heterogeneous resources
The estimation of the energy consumption of the computing nodes of cloud infrastructures, power consumption models for CPUs and hardware accelerators have been considered.
CPU servers models
Simplistic models for the energy behavior of CPU servers based on their utilization have been widely used in cloud simulation frameworks [2, 16, 20] , mainly due to the fact that they can be applied on several types of CPU models with good accuracy and they have low computational complexity. These models provide utilization functions (linear, square, cubic and square root) requiring only the minimum and maximum power consumption values of a CPU. Furthermore, in cases where actual power consumption values have been reported in [25] , linear interpolation models are used.
These models are extended in order to provide more accurate estimations of the power consumption of CPU-based servers. A global power consumption metric can be derived, by assuming that CPU server power consumption can be modeled by a third-degree polynomial of the form:
where k is the model constant, n is the number of cores, f is the frequency and P s is the static power draw, [17] . This fact can be also observed by measured consumption metrics of multiple modern servers given analytically in [25] . The power consumption behavior can be split into two parts. The linear part, caused by components such as memory, disks, NICs (near-linear behavior) and the static power consumption of the CPU itself. The polynomial part (third degree) is primarily caused by the CPU variable frequencies under different workloads. Moreover, it can be observed that the inflection point for the third-degree part of the power consumption is in most of cases near u=0.5 and P(u) = 5P max /9. Thus, the polynomial model is of the form P(u) = α + βu + γ u 2 + δ(2u − 1) 3 . The second-degree monomial γ u 2 is retained in the polynomial since the concave and the convex parts, of all server diagrams, do not have the same gradient (in absolute value). The concave part is slightly more steep. This growth of gradient is due to the near-linear behavior, with respect to power consumption, of all components except the CPU, and the nature of power consumption of the CPU (not energy proportional) of high utilization situations. The conditions for evaluating the coefficients are: P(0) = P min , P(1) = P max and P(0.5) = 5P max /9. The coefficients are means of the pseudo-inverse matrix, since the equations are lesser than the unknowns. This procedure yields the following results:
Thus, the resulting polynomial:
where
, is only a candidate of the family of polynomials that can be used as global models for the power consumption of a CPU server.
For the cases where actual power consumption values have been reported, "nota-knot" cubic spline interpolation can be used for more accurate estimations (with computational complexity O(n) using the Thomas algorithm for solving the occurring tridiagonal linear system). The interpolation should be applied on the reported uneven intervals of [25] , since rounded intervals may introduce a significant error in the estimation of the power consumption [10] .
Thus, for a global power consumption model, the derived model of Eq. 2 is proposed, while "not-a-knot" cubic spline interpolation applied on the uneven intervals of [25] is proposed when power consumption values have been reported. The behavior of the models on the data obtained from [25] for the random selected server Dell PowerEdge R830 is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Using any of the power models described above, the energy consumption of an application that is executed on a CPU server for a time period [t 1 , t 2 ] can be computed as follows:
By considering constant CPU utilization for the time period [t 1 , t 2 ], i.e., the mean utilization value can be used, the energy consumption can be computed as follows:
where (t 2 −t 1 ) is the execution time of the application.
CPU-accelerator pairs models
Binary models for the estimation of the power consumption of accelerators have been recently proposed, [10] . These models are of the form: 
where P acc (ρ) = (1 − ρ)P acc min + ρ P acc max and ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the percentage of the application that runs on the accelerator [10] . The P cpu (u) can be any of the models described in Sect. 2.1.1. The energy consumed on the accelerator during the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] can be computed as follows:
where ρ(t) = 1 when the accelerator is utilized and ρ(t) = 0 when it is idle. The mean value of the parameter ρ can be computed as the ratio of the time that the accelerator is utilized over the total execution time of the application. Using the mean value of ρ (denoted as ρ mean ), the accelerator energy consumption can be computed as follows:
where (t 2 −t 1 ) is the execution time of the application. Thus, the energy consumption of a CPU-accelerator server pair is:
where and required network bandwidth (req N et), [9] . For modeling the power consumption of a task on a specific hardware type, the utilization should be modeled that can be a constant number or a regression model. The parameters of each task are selected randomly using a uniform random number generator. A random number is used to compute the type of implementation, and a different random number is used to compute all the functional parameters of a task [9] . The type of actual utilization and available implementations are defined as inputs by the user.
Task modeling and execution
Tasks are modeled with the required number of instructions computed from scaling diagrams, with respect to input data size or number of processors [3] . The number of instructions is computed by multiplying the performance of a task, on a non-virtualized system, by the computational capability of the processor in MIPS [9] .
The execution of tasks is performed by generalizing the procedure given in [9] . The modified execution model takes into account the percentage of an application that is executed on an accelerator (ρ), which was used to define the power consumption in Sect. 2.1.2. The reduction in the number of instructions for a given time step is given by: vCores is the number of virtual Cores required by the i-th VM of a task and U i vCores is the actual utilization of the virtual cores required by a VM. The computational capability of the CPU and the accelerator in MIPS is denoted by C C PU and C ACC , respectively. The number of cores of a physical CPU is denoted by N Cores , while the number of virtual cores (vCores) is computed as α C PU N C PU , where α C PU is the overcommitment ratio. The number of VMs residing on a single resource (server) is denoted by N V M , and the number of virtual cores of the k-th VM residing on a single resource is denoted by N k vCores .
The execution of applications is also substantially affected by phenomena such as the "noisy-neighbor" or cache sharing. Penalties induced by cache sharing among VMs, network congestion, as well as the "noisy-neighbor" have been extensively studied in [11, 14, 15, 21, 24, 26] . In scope of very-large-scale simulations, simulating the network in packet-level granularity or the last-level cache sharing will substantially affect computational work as well as memory requirements. In order to model perfor-mance degradation caused from network or cache contention, a penalty to the amount of reduction in MIPS can be applied:
where β is the task-dependent profile for the degradation and g(x) is a strictly decreasing function. In the case of network contention, the penalty function is of the following form:
where is the machine precision, N phys net is the bandwidth of the interconnection in Gbps and N util net ∈ 0, α net N phys net
. The constant α net is the overcommitment ratio for the network of the Cell [9] . For a task that is substantially affected by network contention the value of β is larger than one. Similarly, the last-level cache contention can be defined by:
where N V M is the number of VMs residing on a resource. In practice, the value of β for the two penalty functions should be determined experimentally.
Hierarchical Self-Organization and Self-Management of resources
The CloudLightning (CL) system proposed in [6, 19] is a software-defined architecture for efficiently managing and organizing large-scale heterogeneous resources. The CL paradigm is based upon a separation of concerns between the application life cycle and the resource life cycle [8] . This separation of concerns enables the system to chose the most adequate resources based on specific functional and non-functional requirements, while the user selects only the type of application. The system is populated with various implementations of applications by the Executive Application Developers (EADs) [19] . The logical architecture of the CL system is decentralized as opposed to existing centralized cloud environment approaches [1] . In the CL approach, heterogeneous resources are grouped into virtual Racks (vRacks). A vRack is homogeneous, with respect to resources, and is managed by the vRack Manager (vRM). The vRM has direct control over its underlying resources and is responsible for placing Virtual Machines (VMs) onto resources, retaining state information, etc. [9] . The vRMs hosting the same type of resources are grouped entities called prescription Switches (pSwitches). The pSwitches are responsible for directing resource prescriptions or tasks to the adequate vRM based on functional and non-functional requirements. The pSwitches managing vRMs of the same hardware type are grouped under an entity called a prescription Router (pRouter). The pRouters are responsible for directing resource prescriptions or tasks to the adequate pSwitch based on functional and non-functional requirements [6, 8] . Each pRouter is responsible for the logical components corresponding a certain type Fig. 3 Abstract architecture of the CloudLightning system [8] of hardware. All pRouters are managed by the Cell Manager, which is the entry point for a datacenter or Warehouse Scale Computer (WSC) [1] . A schematic representation of the CL system is given in Fig. 3 . The pSwitch and vRM levels are allowed to Self-Organize. Self-Organization enables these components to acquire or give their constituent components to other components of the same level upon request, in order to fulfill a resource prescription. The Self-Organization actions are performed with respect to prescribed strategies. Moreover, spawning, destroying, joining and splitting vRMs and pSwitches can be also triggered [8, 19] . There is no restriction imposed on moving vRMs between pSwitches upon request. However, moving resources between vRMs is subject to a restriction. The resources that are part of a coalition spanning across multiple resources, executing a task, cannot be acquired or given. This restriction is imposed implicitly, since a vRM responsible for monitoring the life cycle of that coalition cannot transfer control over a fraction of that coalition to another vRM.
The functional requirements correspond to the available virtual Cores (vCores), presence of an accelerator (GPU, MIC or FPGA), etc. The aforementioned logical components, i.e., vRMs, pSwitches and pRouters, communicate their state information to the upper level in regular intervals. In order for a component, which is not directly connected to the resources, to compute its state information, aggregation of the state information of its constituent components is required. The non-functional requirements include: (a) improved service delivery, (b) computational efficiency, (c) improved energy consumption and (d) efficient management of underlying resources.
These requirements are expressed through a series of strictly decreasing assessment functions [6, 8] :
where N Proc u and N Mem u denote the utilized processing units (vCores or Accelerators) and memory, respectively, while N Proc total and N Mem total denote the total processing units and memory, respectively. The parameter N s denotes the number of servers in a vRM, and N o s is the number of servers that can be optimally managed by vRM, [6, 8] . The parameter C is the relative computational capability of a resource computed as the ratio of a performance characteristic, i.e., GFLOPS with respect to a benchmark, of that resource with same characteristic of a resource type used as baseline [7] . The parameter P is the relative (maximum) power consumption [7] , computed similarly as the computational capability parameter C. The parameter P i denotes the relative power consumption of a resource type and is computed as the ratio of the power consumption at idle to the maximum power consumption of the same resource. Similar techniques for characterizing resources have been considered in [4] . More information on the function can be found in [8] .
Each vRM evaluates these functions with respect to its components. The values of these functions are denoted as Perception. The components that are not directly connected to the resources compute perception as the average of the values of the functions of their constituent components. These values are communicated upwards in the system and averaged at regular intervals.
The importance of each of these functions is expressed with a set of weights defined as a vector w ∈ R 5 + . The weights denote the Impetus [6, 8] and are propagated by the Cell Manager (see Fig. 3 ) to its constituent components. Each component receiving new weights transmits the weights to each constituent component, until the vRM level is reached. The transition to the new weights is not performed instantly, instead a smoother transition process is chosen:
where w comm are the communicated weights and w 0 is the initial value of the weights. The suitability of a component to handle a resource prescription is expressed through the Suitability Index:
where f is a vector retaining the values of the assessment functions at a component of the system. The variable r ∈ (0, 10 −4 ] is a random value used to perturb the system, such that no two components have the same Suitability Index. Various static and dynamic strategies can be chosen for computing the values of the weights [7, 8] . A resource prescription (or task) arrives at the Cell Manager and flows through the pRouter, pSwitch and vRM layer based on the highest Suitability Index and available implementations with respect to available resources. The Suitability Indices of constituent components are also propagated upwards in the system at regular intervals, i.e., a pSwitch retains the Suitability Indices of its constituent components.
In order to avoid multiple tasks that enter the system concurrently to flow to the same resources, thus triggering an increased number of Self-Organization actions, the retained Suitability Index values of the constituent components are updated by means of a Taylor expansion:
where x i denotes the independent variable of each function, and δx i the expected change with respect to its previous value due to the resource requirements of a resource prescription. The fifth function was intentionally not included, since its value cannot be estimated by the data available in components other than the vRM. This hierarchical approach enables for more accurate decisions on the placement of VMs on resources, since searching time is substantially reduced, due to reduced number of resources in a vRM, compared to the traditional centralized management approach. This localized Self-Organized approach architecture changes logical hierarchy with respect to the profile of the incoming workload while simultaneously enable the use of more complicated strategies. The design and simulation issues are discussed in the next section.
Simulation and implementation issues
The simulation of the CloudLightning system is based upon the hybrid parallel framework, designed for distributed memory parallel systems with multicore nodes, given in [9] . The framework is built in C/C++ using OpenMP and MPI environments, [5, 18] . The architecture of the framework is schematically represented in Fig. 4 .
In its present form, the framework cannot support the Self-Organization and SelfManagement strategies, and thus, major re-design of the Broker component is required. The Self-Organization Self-Management Broker is a dynamical component retaining Fig. 4 Software architecture of the cloud simulation framework [9] lists of the structures describing vRMs, pSwitches and pRouters and acts as the Cell Manager. The lists reside in the Broker class and were implemented using the container class /emphlist of the C++ STL. Recursive definition of classes, e.g., a pRouter containing the pSwitches, was avoided to enhance memory management. A schematic representation of the SOSM broker component is given in Fig. 5 . The dashed arrows denote pointers to the objects inside the lists. The inputs class required to instantiate the SOSM Broker in the Cell structure has the following members:
All the connections between the logical components are implemented using lists of pointers. This choice enhances performance, since obtaining a resource or a vRM, during the Self-Organization, is performed by giving or acquiring a pointer to a structure.
Revision of the classes describing the resources must also be performed. The resource structure requires the addition of an attribute concerning the "movability" of a server. The "movability" attribute is used to denote if a resource can be acquired on request by another vRM or its pinned due to the execution. Thus, resources executing tasks spanning multiple resources of a vRM cannot be moved. Number of assessment functions 3:
Initial values of the Weights w 4:
Initial number of resources per vRM 5:
Initial number of vRMs per pSwitch 6:
Initial number of pSwitches per pRouter 7:
Poll Interval for the Cell Manager 8:
Poll Interval for the pRouters 9:
Poll Interval for the pSwitches 10:
Poll Interval for the vRMs 11:
VM placement strategy 12:
Self-Organization strategy The prescriptions are communicated from the gateway service with respect to load balancing strategy and available resources, [9] , to the SOSM Broker of the appropriate Cell, where the Cell Manager has to select from the available implementations with respect to the functional and non-functional requirements.
The Broker is a vital component of the parallel simulation framework [9] , since it is responsible for triggering the update procedure, when a time step has been performed. The update procedure triggers subsequent update procedures for all constituent components, such as vRMs, pSwitches, pRouters and the Cell Manager. The update procedures include advancement in the execution of tasks, release of allocated resources attached to tasks that have finished, update of state information (if the required intervals have passed) and aggregation of statistics in the statistics engine, 4. Due to the distributed design of the framework, all these procedures can be performed in parallel.
Cell manager
The Cell Manager retains aggregate information of availability, for each resource type, as well as the network availability and global storage. The available implementations are filtered with respect to the available hardware types (J ) inside the Cell. The prescription is sent to the pRouter that has the maximum Suitability Index and sufficient available resources. This process can be algorithmically described as follows:
Algorithm 1 Cell Manager Search and Deploy 1: function CMSearchAndDeploy(T ask T ) 2:
Let J denote the types of the available pRouters 3:
Creq Acc = (T → reqV Ms) * (T → req Acc) 10:
i c = 0 11:
max S I = 0 12:
In parallel using OpenMP 13:
if 
22:
Update S I i using Eq. (21) 26:
Send T to pRouter of type i c where A denotes the availability of a particular resource type.
Prescription router
The prescription Router (pRouter) receives a resource prescription (or task) from the Cell Manager and is responsible for navigating the task to the pSwitch with the highest Suitability Index with adequate available resources. If resources are not available in any pSwitch, the Self-Organization strategies are triggered, while if resources are not found after Self-Organization, then the task is rejected. The Self-Organization strategy implemented is described algorithmically as follows: 
for e ∈ E do In parallel 4: if e has available resources then 5:
Mreq Proc = Mreq Proc − (e → A proc ) 7:
Mreq Mem = Mreq Mem − (e → A mem ) 8:
Mreq Acc = Mreq Acc − (e → A Acc ) 10:
Return R
where Mreq Proc, Mreq Mem, Mreq Sto, Mreq Sto are the required resources that need to be transferred. The entities set E can be composed by either pSwitches or vRMs, which are the two layers that are allowed to Self-Organize. The number of pSwitches is usually large, especially for large number of underlying resources. The search and deploy procedure is similar to the one presented in Algorithm 1, while the main difference is that the search procedure described in steps 12-15 is performed in parallel and the SI of the component itself should be also updated based on Eq. (21) . Updating the SI of the component itself ensures the integrity of the state information communicated, in the case different intervals are used for the update procedure.
Prescription switch
The prescription Switch (pSwitch) has similar functionality to that of the pRouter. It is responsible for navigating the task, received from a pRouter, to the virtual Rack Manager (vRM) with respect to adequate resources and maximum Suitability Index. In case that no adequate resources are available, the pSwitch can trigger a Self-Organization procedure, e.g., Algorithm 2, for transferring resources (servers) between vRMs for satisfying the resource requirements. It should be noted that the number of vRMs is usually larger than the number of pSwitches, and thus, the search and deploy procedure is performed in parallel, similarly to pRouters.
Virtual rack manager
The vRM receives tasks from the pSwitch and identifies the underlying resources in which each task is going to be executed. The process of discovering resources can be performed with respect to strategies favoring compaction of VMs [9] , or favoring symmetry of computations, as given in Algorithm 3. Let S denote the servers of a vRM 3:
while |R| = reqV Ms do 5:
for j ∈ S do 6:
if j has the available resources (req Proc, req Mem, req Sto, req Acc) then 7:
The symmetry-preserving approach tries to spread the workload to the available servers, by assigning one VM to each one.
It should be noted that even if a set of resources has been discovered, the state information on the vRM is outdated, and thus, the resources have to be probed before deployment. Similar techniques are used also in practice by the OpenStack Cloud environment [22] .
If the available resources are found, then the vRM enqueues the task for execution and updates the values of the assessment functions and SI with respect to Eq. (21) . Due to the reduced size of the search space of each vRM, more complicated strategies for placing VMs can be implemented. Moreover, the decreased number of components under the vRM allows smaller intervals for updating state information.
Simulation results
The simulations were performed on the ARIS HPC infrastructure: each node consists of 2× Ivy Bridge -Intel Xeon E5-2680v2 (10 cores), with 64 GB RAM. The utilized number of nodes depends on the number of Cells with the addition of the Gateway service. The time span for the simulation was chosen to be 2,592,000 s (1 month), with a time step of 1 s, while the update interval of the Gateway Service was chosen to be 200 s. The simulated cloud nodes were selected to contain an Intel Xeon E5-2699 v4 2.20 Ghz (44 cores), 128 GBytes RAM memory and 40 TBytes of storage. The power consumption metrics were obtained from [25] , and the power model used was the piecewise linear interpolation applied on the uneven reported spaced intervals, in order to minimize the computational complexity required for the calculation of the data center energy consumption. The MIPS of the CPU was set to 385,063.42 [9] .
Self-Organization was used for the vRM level, since it increases the number of accepted tasks, especially when the Cloud environment is close to being fully loaded or when a large number of tasks per second is admitted by a single Cell. The vector of weights was w = [1.0; 1.0; 1.0; 1.0; 0.0]. The simulated cloud node characteristics are given in Table 1 , while the characteristics of the tasks are given in Table 2 and the parameters for the SOSM broker in Table 3 . The update interval for the Gateway Service was chosen to be 200 s, while the update interval for the Cell Manager, pRouters, pSwitches and vRMs was chosen to be 20 s. The overcommitment ratio was set to 1.0 for all resources except stated otherwise explicitly. The actual utilization of all requested resources was set to 1.0, [9] . The task queue at each time step is formed using the uniform random distribution in the interval [0, κ], where κ is user-defined. Moreover, the characteristics of the tasks, i.e., required VMs, vCores per task, etc, are created randomly in the interval [0, 1] using the uniform random distribution and form the characteristics according to the intervals given in Table 2 . Furthermore, for simplicity reasons the penalty functions for network contention and cache contention were not considered. In Figs. 6 and 7, the parallel performance, with respect to the number of tasks, of the simulator with the SOSM broker, for various numbers of threads on a single Cell, is given. The Cell was composed of 5, 000 servers of Type 1, 3, 000 servers of Type 2, 2, 000 of Type 3 and 1000 servers of Type 4. In order for the Cell to be occupied by an arbitrary number of tasks, the network requirements were not taken into account in all the parallel performance experiments. In Tables 4 and 5 , the parallel performance of the simulator for various numbers of nodes, cores, servers and tasks is given. The number of Cells for the experiments of Table 4 is computed as N odes − 1. The performance of the scheme is affected by the choice of parameters of Table 3 , since selecting an appropriate vRM or pSwitch is a parallel search procedure, where lists of pointers to classes should be accessed. For example, an increased number of vRMs per pSwitch enhances performance, since fewer accesses to link lists should be performed. The parallel performance of the proposed simulation scheme for various numbers of servers, cores and nodes without incoming tasks is given. The performance is not affected substantially by the increase in the number of servers. Without incoming tasks, the execution time is dominated by the communications required to update the status information on the Gateway Service and the aggregated statistics kept at each time step on the statistics class of each Cell.
In order to assess the effects of the given deployment strategies, a simulation was carried out with 12 Cells with 110, 000 servers each (50, 000 of Type 1, 30, 000 of Type 2, 20, 000 of Type 3, 10, 000 of Type 4) executing 25, 904, 273 tasks. The utilization (over active servers) for two VM placement strategies, 12 Cells with 110, 000 servers each, is given in Fig. 6 . The symmetry-preserving strategy leads to reduced energy consumption of approximately 0.34%. This is caused by an increased number of tasks executed in servers which have less computational capability and less power consumption. The system guides the tasks to such types of servers, in reaction to the fragmentation caused to the servers with accelerators and the increased power consumption of that part of the system (exposed through the value of the SI), due to the effects of the second strategy. Moreover, the second strategy leads also to reduced utilization of memory and processing units, compared to the first strategy due to the scattering of VMs to resources trying to preserve symmetry.
It should be noted that the resulting utilization of the Cloud environment in conjunction with SOSM broker is caused by the rapid execution of the tasks, compared to the traditional centralized approach of positioning VMs to resources [9] . In the presented system, the choice of hardware is performed by the system, trying to maximize non-functional requirements, and thus, the most computationally efficient hardware is chosen carrying out the tasks. Guiding the task to such hardware enables the execution of more applications in a given amount of time using the same resources as well as minimizing network congestion, since tasks finish earlier.
Finally, due to the reduced search space of a vRM, with respect to resources, various placement and Self-Organization strategies can be implemented and tested in the simulation framework.
Conclusions
In this paper, an extended version of the CloudLightning simulation platform was presented, in order to support dynamic hardware resource allocation based on SelfOrganization and Self-Management strategies. The simulation process is based on time advancing loop allowing the proper integration of components that change the status of the system dynamically (in each time step). The hierarchical approach that proposed enables more accurate decisions on the placement of VMs over resources compared to the traditional centralized management approach. The parallel cloud simulation framework is discussed, while numerical results indicating the scalability and applicability of the SOSM system were given. Future work will be concentrated toward comparisons with the traditional approach in terms of energy consumption and effectiveness. Moreover, various placement and Self-Organization strategies will be implemented and assessed.
